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Bowing out

Being a big kid
500 seventh graders get
a taste of college life

Men's and women's tennis fall out
of C-USA tournaments -sEESPORTs,A12
•

ANIMALS

20, 2009

-

SEE NEWS, A2

Sirens primed for
emergency alerts

"

RACHEL MURPHY
Contributing Writer

A life-threatening situation on campus - from a
gunman to a tornado will now trigger four new
sirens throughout UCF.

According to Jeff Morgan, emergency management coordinator at UCF,
the sirens will notify people who are outdoors during emergencies. He said
the sirens will be programmed for a variety of

situations such as a lockdown. severe weather and
chemical spills.
"If you are outside, this
will affect you," Morgan
said. "The sirens are for all
PLEASE SEE

WARNING ON A10
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Sirens added to parking garages B, D, Hand behind the Facilities & Safety
building will alert students about natural disasters or emergency situations.

LEAD

fights

HEALTH

IS IT COLD IN
HERE? I FEEL A

student
hunger

DRAFT

ANorth Carolina State University
design team is working to try and
end the issue ofpartial disdosure for
hospital patients. No, not medical
records.They are trying to design a
hospital gown that won't
expose a patient's
buttox.The team
hopes the
affordable new
gown design
willbe
readyfor
the market
inabouttwo
years.

Event to collect
food for pantry
KELLI ORDONIA
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

MBA INTERNSHIP
FAIR WILL BE ON
CAMPUS TODAY
The 2009 MBA Internship Fair, part
of the full-time MBA program
class of 2010 orientation, is today.
The event allows students to
secure internships before they
begin enrollment in Fall 2009.

I

LOCAL & STATE, A2

I

ESCAPED PRISONERS
CAPTURED, TO FACE
MURDER CHARGES

~,,

Two Florida inmates captured after
escaping from jail and allegedly
killing a woman have appeared in
court on murder charges. The
suspects got as far as Kentucky
before being captured in Florida.

NATION & WORLD, A4

INVESTIGATORS
WORRY ABOUT
MAFIA IN ITALY

•

Even before all the debris from
Italy's latest devastating
earthquake is cleaned up,
investigators fear that organized
crime is poised to profit from
contracts worth billions of dollars.
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Left, Aaron Alva,a marketing
major, discusses the
~onal changes on UCF's
campus with James
Wilkening,directorofthe
Reaeation and Wellness
C.enter. Above,Jim Ellis of
Orlando, listens to Lee Kemek,
associate vice president of
Facilities & Safety, as she
explains the improvements
made to the UCF campus.

Session explains
planning process
MARK SCHAUB
Staff Writer

UCF held an information session about the proposed 2010-2020
Campus Master Plan update on
Thursday evening at the Garden
Room in Ferrell Commons.
About 30 people, made up of
students, neighbors and other
interested parties, attended the
informal hour and a half session,
during which the public could
speak one-on-one with UCF plan-

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINE DEPARIS /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ners to ask questions and learn
about the process.
"The university is quite large, so
there's obviou~ly concern for
nei&hbors, adjacent businesses,

Race may be factor
in deciding majors
CHRISTINE HARPER
Variety Editor

Race and ethnic background may be deciding
factors in major selection
for UCF students, an
investigation into enrollment showed.
Some students said
' their race and the expectations they received from
family and society played
a part in their decision
into what they would
study in college.
According to enrollment data for the spring
2009 semester, criminal
justice was the fourth
most
popular
major
among blacks at UCF,
while legal studies was
sixth. Psychology was No.
1.

More Coverage

0

For statistics of minority enrollment
PLEASE SEE CHART ON A1l
However, fields such as
mechanical engineering,
finance and biology which are among the top
io for Asians, Hispanics
and whites - were not as
popular among blacks.
Conversely, science,
math and health majors
constituted the entire top
10 for Asians.
Hispanics showed similar interests but also had
heavy enrollment in hospitality management and
event management.
Wayne Jackson, direcPLEAsE SEE

BACKGROUND ON A11

where they want to know what's
going on, how the university is
going to potentially impact their
PLEASE SEE

DRAFT ON A7

For film student Josh
Goldman, food shopping
has become much more
complicated during these
rough financial times.
Combining a poor economy and a poor-paying job,
Goldman said that the
types of food he can buy
has become much more
limited.
"If it 'wasn't on sale or
two-for-one at Publix, I
didn't buy it," Goldman
said. "Especially now with
the economy the way it is,
it's hard finding jobs and
stretching your dollar as
much as you can."
In order to help students like Goldman, the
LEAD Scholars program
is hosting two charity
events designed to alleviate the struggle for food.
One is an end-of-thesemester yard sale Thursday, April 23 at UCF's
Memory Mall to benefit a
new food pantry for students that will be implemented in the Student
Union.
"We're actually in our
LEAD class and our
teacher
Rick
Falco
PLEASE SEE

PANTRY ON A5

Students compete, compute ·
NATALIA SARDI
Contributing Writer

Three UCF students
will battle their brains out
as they compete in a world
championship of computer programming in Stockholm.
The Battle of the Brains
competition lasts from
April 18 to 22.
The 33rd annual Association for Computing
Machinery International
Collegiate Programming
Contest World Finals is
sponsored by IBM
The
competition
features almost 2,000 universities from over 80
countries, according to the
AMC-ICPC Web site.
UCF is one of 21 U.S.
universities attending the
competition, according to
Ali Orooji associate professor and adviser for the

ASSOCIATION FOR
COMPUTING MACHINERY
ACM, the world's largest educational and scientific computing society,
delivers resources that advance computing as a science and a profession.
ACM provides the computing field's premier Digital Library and serves its
members and the computing profession with leading-edge
publications, conferences and career resources, according to acm.org.

team.
"Seven thousand teams
started the competition,
but only 100 will go to
Sweden," Orooji said. "I
am very proud and excited
for these students. They
work very hard and are in
the upper 2 percent of the
world regarding computer
programming."
At the regional competition held in October, 60
universities from the
Southeast including the
University of Florida and

Georgia Institute of Technology fought for a chance
to attend the ACM contest.
UCF placed in the top spot
and is the only one participating in the international
championship.
'We have competed for
27 years," Orooji said.
"The lowest we have ever
placed in our region is
third No other university
has finished top three
every single year."
PLEASE SEE

TEAMMATES ON A11
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

MBA Internship Fair today
The 2009 MBA Internship Fair, part of the fulltime MBA program class
of 2010 orientation, is
today.
The event allows students to secure internships
before they begin enrollment in Fall 2009. A variety
of employers will have
tables to promote their
organizations and internship opportunities.
The event will take
place from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Cape Florida Ballroom in the Student Union.
E-mail
mcortes@bus.ucf.edu for
more information.

UTURE HOCK
Seventh-graders walk mile as Knights
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News Editors
Amanda Welch and
Kari Wilberg x213

SARC sets up at the library
As part of the library's
weekly program, Campus
Connections, representatives from the Student Academic Resource Center
will be visiting the main
campus library tomorrow
from 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
The
representatives
from SARC will be located
at a table inside the library
across from the Circulation
Desk to answer questions.
For more information,
call 407-823-3604.

News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213
Online.CFF@gmail.com

Opinions Editors
Sebastian Church and
JeffWeiner x213
JENNIFER L. RIOS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Variety Editor
Christine Harper x214

JENNIFER L. RIOS
Contributing Writer

Variety.CFF@gmailcom

The Reflecting Pond was a bit more crowded than usual during the fifth
annual College Shadow Day on Friday, an event intended to inspire middle
school students to start thinking about attending college.
Seventh-graders from five Orange County middle schools received a big
taste of what college life can be like as they hung out with current UCF students, Knightro and UCF athletes.
Firehouse Subs provided lunch for the 500 students between IO a.m. and
12 p.m. by the pond
Brynn Harvey, running back for the UCF Knights, was among the
athletes who spoke with the children about life at UCF. Some of
Harvey's advice to students was for them to "stay in·school and
get good grades."
Nearby, other students waited near the huddled mass of
athletes.
'We're waiting to take pictures with [the football players]," said Isis Boothe, camera in hand.
Despite the wait, Booth's friend, Gabriella Anderson.
said the day had been "really fun." Anderson said one of the
highlights of the UCF tour was the dorms.
"It looks like all the students are spoiled with all of the
activities,'' said Danecia Nelson. one of the middle school
students.
She agreed with Anderson that the dorms had been
one of the highlights of the tour.
"It's like this is their home, like they don't have to go
anywhete,"Nelson said
This type of reaction is what Meagan Goodman
expected to receive. Goodman is the senior education
manager for Junior Achievement of Central Florida,
one of the College Shadow Day sponsors.
Goodman said the purpose of College Shadow
Day is to show the seventh-graders "that college is a
viable option for them."
As a result, Goodman said it should encourage
them to "stay in school and work hard."
When asked if they would definitely consider
college after high school, Booth, Anderson and
Nelson all said yes.
After lunch, the students returned to the
Pegasus Ballroom for the day's closing ceremonies, which included a speech by UCF Vice
President Rick Schell and a performance by
Rukus, an award-winning dance team from UCF.
The five schools involved in the festivities comprised Carver, Meadowbrook, Memorial, Lockhart and
Stonewall Jackson middle schools.
More than 120 volunteers showed up for the day's events.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep _local with headlines

you may.have missed

Escaped prison_ers c_aptured,
set to face mu(der charges
_ Two

Florida ·inmates captured
after escaping from jail and
allegedly killing a woman
have appeared in court on
murder charges.
Putnam County Sheriff's Lt. Johnny Greenwood
said Doni Ray Brown and
Timothy Wayne Fletcher
went before a judge late
Saturday night. Greenwood
said deputies wanted to
conduct the hearing so the
men could be transferred to
an undisclosed location
and wouldn't need to be
immediately returned
Brown, who is 23, and
Welaka, who is 25, sparked
a nationwide alert. They
got as far as Kentucky
before being captured Saturday back in Putnam
County.
The two were previously jailed on other pending
charges. Greenwood says
they worked together on an
earlier robbery and were
mistakenly put in the same
cell because of a records
mixup.

1',
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GAINESVILLE - Who
should care for hundreds of
abandoned house cats in
Alachua County? A sanctuary whose property isn't
approved for it or the county shelter, which would pay
to support or euthanize the
animals?
That's the debate over
"Haven Acres Cat Sanctuary," where 300 cats live in
enclosed pens.
Officials say it's a noble
cause, but the cats have to be
taken somewhere else.
Though the head of animaJ
services says the couple
who runs the facility does a
good job, the facility smells
strongly of urine embedded
into the soil.
Pennie
and
Steve
Lefkowitz have run the
operation since 2003. If the
sanctuary is closed, it will
take months to get the animals transferred somewhere else.

--\- j-.

Photo Editor
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Debate continues regarding
care for abandoned felines

•

Sports Editor
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Power Bingo Night is
back by popular demand.
Come out to the UCF
Arena for your chance to
win a $500 grand prize.
· Bingo starts at 8 p.m.
tomorrow and lasts for two
hours.
Call 407-823-3070 for
more information

•
•

Opinions.CFF@gmail.com

Orange County middle school students pose in front of the Reflecting Pond at College Shadow Day, where they interact with UCF students and faculty.

Power Bingo Night is back

PALATKA
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College Shadow Day participants walk by Howard Phillips Hall. As students from five area middle
schools toured the campus, athletes and officials encouraged them to study hard to reach college.
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One free copy ofthe Central Rorida Future pennitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be

purchased from our office with prior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a aime. Violators may
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and/or University discipline.
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Mixed clouds and sun

SCATTERED
T-STORMS
4

High:82°
Low:62°

with scattered thunderstorms.
Chance of rain 50%.
Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms
during the evening, then partly
cloudy overnight.

.

Tuesday

High:82°

SUNNY

Low:58°

Wednesday

High:82°

SUNNY

Low:60°
~

LETUSKNOW

..

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Frida edition.

•

•

•
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The New Anti-Semitism
Who are ks advoca~es1 WhM are i1s 9oals1

•

•

The Holocaust, in which over six million Jews were brutally murdered by the Nazis and their enthusiastic
collaborators, happened over 60 years ago. So terrific were the events that - even today, about two generations
later - nobody would wish to identify himself with them. Yet, a new anti-Semitism is now rearing its head. It is
important to be aware ot it.

What are the facts1

•

•

really down, a most decisive response on the part of
Who are the new anti-Semites? The new antiIsrael can be expected. With the possible exception of
Semites do not publicly proclaim their desire to bring
Carthage during the Punic Wars, almost 2500 ~ars
about a second Holocaust or to subject the Jews to
ago, no country in the world. no country in recorded
mass murder or annihilation. The ha.tred is aimed
history, has ever been threatened with extinction.
against the state of Israel, which, according to the
Israel is the one exception. Fueled by the extreme
left, the "legitimacy" of Israel is· a constant topic of
new anti-Semites, represents all that is evil in the·
world and which is the main violator of human rights
discussion. The abolition of the ''Zionist entity" gets·
and guilty of virtually - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - serious attention, even in
everyotherabusethatcan
" •..the viciousness, volume and
the hallowed halls of the
be conceived. This poison consistency of this criticism against Israel United Nations. Iran
is now so widespread that
feverishly pursues the
is such that it cannot be considered as Holy Grail of atomic
a poll taken in Europe not
too long ago found Israel
anything but anti-Semitism ..."
weapons. Its president has
publicly declared - not
to be the greatest menace
once, but repeatedly· - that Israel is a utumor" that
to the peace of the world - far ahead of such
murderous regimes as those of Iran or of North
must be excised and that it must be wiped off the map
Korea.
of the world. Medium-range missiles (s~ far,
fortunately without atomic warheads) are being
The leaders and instigators of thjs new anti. Semitism are concentrated on the political left, its
paraded through the streets of Teheran, with signs
attached to them, shamelessly giving their
most active and vocal spokesmen being found in our
prestige universities. Such is the anti-Zionist (antidestination as Jerusalem. A few eyebrows are being
Semitic) focus of the left that, almost
raised around the world, but otherwise nothing is
incomprehensibly, it includes a fair number of Jewish
being done about it.
professors and other "intellectuals." not just here in
Because the memory of the Nazi Holocaust still
the United States, but even in 'Israel itself.
lingers after all these years, the new anti-Semitism is
Those on the extreme left call for the abolition of
disguised as the socially more acceptable "antithe State of Israel outright, although they do not tell
Zionism.'' It is pursued and propagated by the radical
us what they propose tq do with the five million
left. Every leftist demonstration - be it about the war
Israeli Jews. They would presumably be left to the
in Iraq, against globalization, for or against whatever
tender mercies of the Arabs, who would, of course,
else - does inevitably include appeals against "Israeli
have no greater joy than to emulate or perhaps even
subjugation of the Palestinians," th.e "occupation of
to "improve" on the Nazi model and t-o give "final
Palestinian lands by Israel," or simply asks for the
solution(!) to the Jewish problem'' once and for all.
elimination of Israel. Sadly, quite a few Jews, having
That isn't going to happen, of course, not because
been saturated with leftism from their early years,
apybody in the world would lift a finger to prevent it,
participate in such demonstrations.
but oecause, fortunately, Israel is a very strong and
\Vhile the propagation of the new anti-Semitism by
most capable nation.
prestige universities started in Europe (mostly in
A death wish for Israel. In deference · to "world
Englan.d), it has found fertile ground in the
·opinion" and also to the wishes of the United States,
universities of the United States. The active
Israel has allowed itself to .be pressured into
participation in the new anti-Semitism by the
innumerable concessions to those who are sworn to
American clergy (beginning with the Presbyterians)
destroy it. But it seems clear- that, when the chips are
is a scandalous reality.
·Surely, not everybody who criticizes Israel is an anti-Semite. The actions of Israel, just~ the actions of any
other countries, are subject to examination and criticism. But the viciousness, volume and consistency of this
criticism against Israel is such that it cannot be considered as anything but anti-Semitism - the new antisemitism, disguised as anti-Israel ism or anti-Zionism. The foolish professors and the hypocritical preachers are
besotted by their leftism and by their hatred against Israel and America. Overt vilification of America has to
remain muted - it's somewhat dangerous to be too outspoken about it - but Israel, perceived as the satrap and
the handmaiden of the United States in the Middle East, is an easy target. Nobody should be fooled. AntiSemitism is anti-Semitism in whichever way it may be disguised.
This .message has been published and paid for by
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Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San'Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

Why take summer courses online?
• Earn course credit online anywhere, anytime.
• Courses are fully transferable to other colleges and universities.
• High quality education in an award-winning support environment.

Undergraduate students • UWF online courses meet the nine-hour summer
enrollment requirement for Florida undergraduates.
• A wide range of general education courses in math,
English, science and more are offered.

Graduate students -

·

• A variety of master's programs are offered in
Education or select from ten Master of Science in
Administration specializations.
Now you can travel, be with friends and family,
have a summer job, and take classes!

FLAME Is a tru<-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3) organization.
Its purpose is lhe research and publication of. the facts regarding
developmenis in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the United States and its allies in that area o(
the world. Your tax-deductible contrtbutlons are welcome. They enable
us to pursue these goals and lo publish these mes,sages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all
ol our revenue pays lor our educational work, for lhese clarifying .
messages, and for related direct mail.
•

Visit online at
uwf.edu/summer09.
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To receive free FLAME updates, visit ou~ website: www.factsandlogic.org
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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Psychiatrist says she is being
extorted for more than $1M
SARASOTA - A Gulf
.Coast psychiatrist says
she's been extorted by a
patient out of more than $1
million.
Dr. Ctistina Vardi told
police she paid thousands
of ddllars a month after the
man threatened to ruin her
reputation. The 50-year-old
doctor said it started in 1999
after she lent the man
i:noney because he was
broke and she felt sorry for
him.
A police-- report says
Vardi's payments grew
larger, and the man soon
threatened to "completely
destroy her and her husband"
The suspect, whose
name was redacted in the
report, allegedly told Vardi
he would tell .authorities
she sexually abused him.
Vardi says she waited so
long to report it because
the man violently threatened her, even tracking
down her family in Italy.

ALESSANDRA TARANTINO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An excavator digs through the rubble of collapsed church buildings in the
village of Castelnuovo, central Italy.The country worries about rebuilding.

Investigators worry about
mafia construction in Italy

Man tries to rob pharmacy
with syringes, gets arrested
TAMPA - Police have
arrested a . man who
allegedly tried to rob a
Tampa pharmacy by saying he had a syringe that
contained the AIDS virus.
Twenty-three-year-old
Anton Ziherle was arrested
Satui::day. He got caught
after someone recognized
him from security footage
played on the news. _
Ziherle
allegedly
demanded oxycodone, a
narcotic painkiller,-but ran
off after• pharmacy staff
confronted him.
Detectives don't believe
Ziherle actually had a needle with the virus. They
found several syringes during the arrest, but none
with anything,inside.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Obama hopes he
helped the image of the U.S.

1
ROME - Even before
PORT-OF-SPAIN,
all the debris from Italy1s
Trinidad - A Western
iatest devastating earth- Hemisphere summit was
quake is cleaned up, inves- wrapping up on Sunday
tigators fear that organized with President Barack
crime is. poised to profit . Obama hopeful he'd
from contracts worth bil- boosted the image of the
lions of dollars to rebuild U.S. among its friends in
schools, hospitals, court- · the region and perhaps
houses and homes.
even made some new
The crime clans have ones.
Obama ·was to meet
many connections . to
cementcoxnpanies,debris- with Central American
removal outfits and other leaders . before the f'mal
businesses, which could working session of the 34infiltrate the reconstruc- nation. Summit ·of the
tion process if authorities ·Americas in the twoaren't vigilant, warned island nation of Trinidad
Franco Roberti, head of the and Tob:;1.go. He was also
Naples office of investiga- scheduled to hold a news.tive magistrates who probe conference before returnthe Camorra crime syndi:.• ing to Washington.
Among those seemingcate based in that southern
port city.
ly charmed by the presiL'Aquila, the largest dent's promise of a new,
town in the central more equal partnership
ApeninneAbruzzoregion was Venezuela's Hugo
which was rocked by the Chavez, the fiery leftist
6.3-magnitude quake on who famously likened forApril 6, is some 150 miles mer President George W.
north of Naples, and lies Bush to the devil.
outside the southern home
After several friendly
turf of Italy's major crime encounters- with Obama,
syndicates.
Chavez approached SecBut investigators say · retary of State Hillary
Italy's
mobsters
are · Rodham Clinton about
increasingly breaking out restoring normal diplo.of traditional geographic matic ties, .officials said.
boundaries, as they expand The
two
countries
UNIVERSITY OF
into the more affluent cen- expelled each others'
SOUTH FLORIDA
tral and northern regions envoys last September.
in search of ways to launPlus the president was COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
der and invest hundreds of
1
cautiously
optimistic
millions of dollars in :..·':!v- about
Cuba's offer
of com- 1enµe from drug trafficking, prehensive talks, includextortion and other rack- ing previously off-li.1µits
ets. ·
subjects like political pris"Keep the vigilance oners and freedom of the
high against mafias in con- press. Cuba's overture folstruction sites;.• the nation- lowed Obama's move to
2l
Catholic
daily ease some travel and
L'Avvenire headlined Sun- remittance restrictions.
However, White House
day, worried that mobsters
will enrich themselves Press Secretary Robert
from some of the $12 bil- Gibbs stressed Washinglion (more than $16 billion) ton would like actions as
in reconstruction money well as talk.
some ·government estimates say will be needed
Accountant for rail shipping
· "Cosa
Nostra, company kills wife, children
'Ndrangheta and Camorra
MIDDLETOWN, Md.
have already arrived in -- An accountant for a ·
Abruzzo and certainly will railroad operator killed his
have their eyes on the wife and three children
reconstzuction," warned before fatally shootingGiuseppe Pisanu, a former himself in a northwest
interior minister who now Maryland home, leaving a
heads Parliament's anti- gruesome scene that was
mafia commission.
discovered Saturday by
Pisanu was referring to the youngsters' grandfaItaly's three main crime ther, authorities said
syndicates as he said mobAuthorities
didn't
sters have learned to move specify a motive but said
in political circles through- there was ('Vidence the
out It? ly as well as enter man faced psychiatric and
financial problems.
public administration.
When
investigators
arrived at the two-story
NATO stops attack 0'1
Norwegian ship by pirates
hon~~. t!le couple's two
sons, ages 5 and 4, lay dead
NAIROBI, Ke1.1, c1 - A
NATO · spokesman said in their beds, while the
alliance warships and heli-, bodies of · a 2-year-old
copters have foiled an daughter and the mother,
attack on a Norwegian Francis Billotti Wood,
tanker by Somali pirates in were in the master bedroom, Frederick County
the Gulf of Aden.
Portuguese Lt. Cmdr. Sheriff's Office spokesAlexandre Santos Fernan- woman Jennifer Bailey
des said NATO interrogat- said. On the master beded disarmed and released room floor by the foot of
the pirates after a dramatic . the bed was the father, 34overnight chase invoh, _;__ng year-old Christopher Alan
Canadian a -id American Wood, dead of a ·self- ·
inflicted gunshot wound,
forces.
The pirates attacked the Bailey said.
The 33-year-old mothMV Front Ardenne late on
Saturday but fled after er and three children sufcrew alerted warships in fered "traumatic cuts" an.d
the area The pirates fled in each also had at least one
their small skiff and were gunshot wound from a .25pursued by ship and. l 1eli- caliber handgun, Fredercopter for hc~s but only ick County Sheriff Charles
stopped after rPpcated Jenkins said Th~ir precise
cause of death wasn't
warning shots were fired
Fernandes said Sunday immediately known, and
that the · pirates were J~nkins declined to say
released because they can- what was used to slash
not be prosecuted under them.
The woman's father
Canadian law. He said the
decision to detain pirates found them dead around 9
was a matter for national am.
authorities.
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Vice President Joe Biden
looks to make college easier

·,

•

•
•

ST. LOUIS - Vice President Joe Biden pledged
Friday to close gaps
between family incomes
and college costs to make
higher education a reality
for more Americans.
Biden told a town hallstyle meeting in St. Louis
that he'll ask the Treasury
Department to look into
how to make family college-savings plans more
effective and reliable.
. Many families save for college in tax-deferred plans
known as 529s, and Biden
said the government will
consider options such as
low-interest loans against
those plans to help families
pay for school
Some
300
peop)e
attended the meeting at the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis, where Biden was
joined by fellow Democrats Jay Nixon, the gover-·
nor, and Sen. Claire
McCaskill, as well as Education Secretary Arne
Duncan.
Biden hosted the meeting as part of the work of
the Middle Class Task
Force that he heads at President Barack Obama's
behest.
To make college more
affordable, the administration is seeking to extend its
American
Opportunity
Tax Credit beyond 2010.
The credit can be clainied
for four years of college,
running up to a maximum
of $2,500 a year. It already
has WQrked to increase
funding for the Pell Grant
program, which provides
need-based assistance, but
wants a system in place so
money would automatically go to the program every
year.
Biden said work should
be done to consolidate student loan programs.
-
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Pantry to use honor system
FROM

Al

brought it up because he
works for the Student
Union and they wanted to
do something that could
help students," LEAD student Nate Torrech said.
Falco, associate director of the Student. Union
and a teacher for LEAD
Scholars, is on a committee for UCF who has been
trying to come up with
ideas on how to help students make it through difficult economic times.
1 For, their final project,
Falco asked his students
to brainstorm some ideas
on how to help other .
students.
One idea was to have a
student pantry on the
third floor of the Student
Union that could bene(lt
students who may have
run out of money for food
during the semester.
Freshman
Aubrey
Brown said the pantry
could benefit students
who have a hard time
making ends meet.
"Ies really for those
kids who need the extra
push or support and have
trouble getting food,"
Brown said.
Donations for the food
pantry will be accepted
next week inside the Student Union at the desk on
the first floor. Students
can donate all types of
food, including canned
and
non-perishable
goods.
For engineering student Valerie Craan, the
idea of a free food pantry
coincides with the financral struggle ~any students like her face.
"Last semester it was
oad," Craan said. "I was
still able to manage; you
just eat more bread than
anything else. Whoever
came up :with .the idea,
that's awesome."
Craan's situation is not
.that uncommon for college students.at UCF. Like
Goldman and Craan,

•

,

•

'It's really for
thos.e k'ids
who need
the extra
push or
support and
have trouble
getting
food.'
- AUBREY BROWN

FRESHMAN

many ~t'Udents have to
limi,t what they eat in
order to get J;Ilore food for
their dollar.
"The idea sounds like
it came from students
themselves, though · I
don't know how they can
afford that with all the
budget cuts," Goldman
said.
.In order to support the
food pantry and help
fund the initial cost of
food to begin the project,
LEAD is holding a student yard sale from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m. on April 23. '
Only a student ID is
required to use the
pantry; however, students
are asked to leave their
name so it is easier to
make sure the pantry is
not abused.
''.At this point we are
not planning any requirements for taking from the
pantry, other than we are
asking for those that have
meal plans to allow others to have the first
opportunity at the food
that is available," Falco
said. "We hope that students will not abuse and
will take only what- they
need."
Students can either

donate materials to LEAD
Scholars to sell at the
yard sale for the food
pant,ry, or they can sell
the items themselves to
collect the proceeds.
The idea came near
the end of the year as
many students prepare to
moveoffcampusandfind
they either need furniture
for next year or have too
much stuff they cannot
store.
"We talked to some
people, and it happens
every year. People can't
store fridges or other
things, and they end up in
the trash even though
they are perfectly good,"
Brown said.
Students · who have
items they wish to get rid
of before moving for the
summer or cannot afford .
to ·store · the items can
have LEAD pick up the
items to sell for ·t he food
pantry.
Although accounting
major Jessica Jones can't
sell her items at the yard
sale because she attends a
regional campus, she has
expressed interest in the
sale.
"It's definitely something I may consider
stopping by," Jones said.
The event· organizers
have set up a Facebook
event called "Knights
Helping Knights End-ofSemester Yard Sale!" and
a Facebook group that
students can message or
e-mail if they have items
to be picked up for the
sale. Students can also
call the Student Union to
have their items picked
up.
. "The LEAD students
in my class have come
together amazingly in
such a short time frame to
put together two events
that have the potential to
greatly impact the UCF
community," Falco said.
"Our hope is that everyone in the UCF community will have some interest in the yard sale."
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NATO frees 20 hostages;
pirates seize Belgian ship
as
TODD PITMAN

increased in recent weeks,
with fis_hermen-turnedgunmen from Somalia
searching for targets further out to sea as ships try
to avoid the anarchic, clanruled nation.
Pirates have attacked
more than 80 boats this
year alone, nearly four
times the number assaulted in 2003, according to
the Kuala Lumpur-based
International Maritime
Bureau. They now hold at
least 18 ships and over 310
crew hostage, according to
an Associated Press count.
The first attack Saturday occurred in the ·predawn darkness, when
pirates hijacked the Belgian-flagged Pompei a few
hundred miles (kilometers) north of the Seychelles, said Portuguese
Lt. Cmdr. Alexandre Santos Fernandes, who is traveling with a NATO fleet
patrolling further north in
the Gulf of Aden.
Belgium officials said
the ship sounded three
alarms indicating it was

Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya
NATO forces rescued 20
fishermen from pirates
who launched the latest
attack in the Gulf of Aden
on Saturday, but let the
Somali
hijackers
go
because they had no
authority to arrest them.
The release underscored the difficulties of
stopping the skyrocketing
piracy scourge in the Horn
of Africa, where sea bandits also seized a Belgianflagged ship carrying 10
foreign crew near the Seychelles islands and started
hauling it toward Somalia.
"There isn't a silver bullet" to solve the problem,
said Roger Middleton, a
piracy expert at Londonbased think-tank Chatham
House. He said it's common for patrolling warships to disarm then free
brigands because they
have rarely have jurisdiction to try them.
Pirate attacks have

~oly graphite

under attack
it headed
toward the palm-fringed
islands, a high-end tourist
destination, with a cargo
of concrete and stones.
The dredging ship had 10
crew: two Belgians, one
Dutch, three Filipinos and
four Croatians, Fernandes
said.
As pirates steered the
ship slowly northwest
toward Somalia, 430 miles
(700 kilometers) away, a
Spanish military ship, a
French frigate and a
French scout ship ~l
steamed toward the area
to try to intercept it.
In Brussels, govern_ment officials held an
emergency meeting to discuss the situation and possible intervention.
.
"There is no contact
with the pirates, not with
the crew, not with any
other parties/' Jaak Raes,
director general of the Belgian Crisis Center, told
reporters. "We are sure
that the ship now is heading to the coast of Somalia."
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Study reveals doctorate graduation rates
NATALIE MORERA
Editor-in-Chief
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About a third of students seeking a doctorate
degree at UCF between
1997 and 2007 attained the
degree, according to a
national study in which
UCF is participating.
"We actually went
through cohort by cohort ...
and then we followed them
year after year after year,
and then they either graduated, they were dismissed,
they withdrew or they
dropped out, or they're
continuing," said Max
Poole, associate dean of the
College of Graduate Studies.
The national study, conducted by the Council of
Graduate Schools (CGS),
has shown that 57 percent
of graduate students start
and complete their doctorate in the 10-year period.
Twenty-eight percent of
doctorate students who
have studied at UCF have
graduated from their programs.
CGS asked schools to
volunteer to report on their
last 10 years of doctorate
students. With the information, CGS will determine the average rate for
doctorate completion and
how that can be improved
Robert Sowell, vice
president for programs and
operations at CGS, said the
council usually discusses
ideas that are of concern

and chooses to look into
them; doctorate completion is just one of them.
Sowell said previously conducted research suggests
half of doctorate students
complete their programs.
"That is a tremendous
cost to the institutions
involved in doctoral education, to the students who
have to be amongst those
who don't complete, and to
the federal government,
who fund doctoral programs," Sowell said
UCF's baseline data
showed that the program
with the highest graduation rate was the doctorate
in education counseling,
with 59 percent. Economics, sociology and hospitality education programs
had no graduates, but each
had at least ll students
enrolled in the programs.
According to Poole,
UCF's electrical engineering doctorate is a large program and is doing better
than the national average.
"Not everything is
bleak," Poole said. "Some
programs are doing quite
well. Some programs can
certainly do quite better."
Of the 58 students who
entered a doctorate program at UCF for civil engineering, 18 graduated. It
took an average of 4.1 years
for those students to graduate. The national average
graduation rate is 77.6 percent.
Students who studied

GRADUATE STATISTICS
57 percent of graduate students start and complete their doctorate in the
10-year period
UCF's baseline data showed that the program with the highest
graduation rate was the doctorate in education counseling, with 59 percent.
Ofthe 58 students who entered a doctorate program at UCF for civil
engineering, 18 graduated.

Students who studied counseling education took an average of3.3 years
to graduate, the shortest of all the programs, while dinical psychology took
the longest at 7.3 years.
counseling education took
an average of 3.3 years to
graduate, the shortest of all
the programs, while clinical psychology took the
longest at 7.3 years.
Poole said clinical psychology is a unique program that leads to licensing
and has many different
internships involved, so
that the amount of time is
not unusual.
According to data provided by CGS, 50 percent
of psychology doctorate
students graduated in the
seventh year. At UCF, 27
percent of psychology students from the three different programs (clinical,
human factors and industrial and organization)
graduated in 10 years.
In addition to taking
part in the study, Poole also
conducted a survey to see
what
students
really
thought of their programs.
He has us_e d this information to point out the weaknesses and strengths of

each program and has met
with different department
chairs and deans to discuss
the results. He said the
departments then discuss
the data with faculty to
address the issues.
Jay Corzine, chair of the
sociology department, was
one of the proressors with
whom Poole met.
"Overall, most students
were pleased with most
aspects of the program,"
Corzine said. "There were
a small number of students
who were displeased with
most aspects of the program."
Corzine said the doctorate in sociology program
accepted its first group in
fall 2005, and one student
has graduated since the
data was collected. In the
data provided by Poole, the
sociology department had
21 students in the program
and no graduates. Four had
reached candidacy for
their Ph.D.
"The results will be

more helpful to us after we
get two or three years of
data," Corzine said.
Corzine said the idea
that all graduate students
are going to complete a
program is not realistic.
"Most students drop out
because, over the course of
three or four years; their
life changes," Corzine said,
citing family or health
problems.
Criminal justice graduate student Alexandra
Bojorquez has been working on her master's degree
since August 2008 and said
she hasn't had any trouble
putting herself through
school because of fellowships and other f'mancial
aid, but without them
going to school wouldn't
be easy.
"I would probably have
to be working full time, and
I'd definitely be back home
(in Texas) working there,"
Bojorquez said, adding that
the support system of
friends and professors she
has is helping her through
the program.
"I have one friend,"
Bojorquez said "She's married and has two children.
She has family emergencies. Sometimes she can't
take as many classes as she
would like to take. She can
only take one."
Sometimes f'mancial,
family or health problems
don't arise. A student may
simply change their interest of study.

"One student was more
interested in race and gender by the end of the year,"
Corzine said. He said her
interests had changed to
the field of criminology.
Corzine said it was
lucky they had the professors to contribute to that
student's specialization,
but sometimes they don't.
"Sometimes
student
interest change and they go
into a direction where you
really don't have faculty
expertise in your department, and they leave and
go elsewhere, which is
exactly what they should
do," Corzine said.
Poole said he hopes the
faculty will pay attention to
the surveys conducted and
try to strengthen the problem points identified by
students. He said he wanted to teach faculty members how to be better mentors.
Sometimes professors
become focused on their
own career and forget they
have an apprentice, he said.
"It's something they
need to do, especially with
doctorate
programs,"
Poole said.
Poole said there's no
"silver bullet" to fixing the
problems.
"It's going to take several years before we turn
around some of these attrition problems we've seen,"
Poole said. "But we will
turn it around. It will happen."

Draft of plan should be ready in July
FROM

Al

homes, their lives, their
property, what have you,"
James Davis, assistant
director of Facilities Planning, said. "So really, this
is just the first outreach
effort
to
get
them
involved."
Davis said planners
will take all the comments
into consideration to
make it a better campus
master plan.
"We care about the
campus because we work
it, walk it, bike it," Diane
Wink, a professor in the
College of Nursing, said.
"It's also nice to be knowledgeable about the campus and know what's happening."
According to Chapter
1013.30 of the Florida
Statutes, a campus master
plan must be updated at
least every five years, with
projections for the next 10
to 20 years.
At UCF, it comprises 17

elements including future as they look at the capital
land use, capital improve- improvements list.
Capital improvements
ments and conservation.
Each element is broken are improvements made
down into goals, observa- to a site or building, in this
tions and policies, and case, those on campus.
analysis.
The first public hear"What I do is send that ing will be held on July 16,
draft document to various during which a draft of
folks around campus the new plan will be predepending on their area of sented, and subsequently
expertise and they update, it will be sent to local,
they add, they take away, regional and state agenall thinking·about the next cies for review, Davis said.
10 years," Davis said. "I
"They'll have 90 days
wrote four or five of the to review what we've
elements myself because given them, and they'll
I'm a planner. Christi provide comments if they
[Hartzler] is director of . have any on our plan, and
housing, for instance, so we'll adjust accordingly,"
she wrote the housing Davis, who also headed
plan."
up the 2005-2015 update,
Davis said at this point, said.
there are only minor
Davis said once the 90changes compared to the day period starts, the
2005-2015 Campus Master planning staff will begin
Plan, but pointed out it is to finalize the plan and
put the draft before the
still early in the process.
He said that might Board of Trustees to
change after meeting with approve.
After that, another
university administrators
in the next couple weeks public hearing is sched-

uled to take place on Nov.
19, at which time the campus master plan update
will be adopted.
Jared Bott, a computer
science graduate student,
said he came to the information session because
he's always been interested in UCF's development.
"I look online every
couple months to see
what they're going to do,"
Bott said.
John Baker, a · preconstruction manager at
Edwards
Construction
Services Inc., said he
came because he's following the long-term projects
of the university.
Wink's
husband,
Lawrence, said he didn't
see anything to make him
say, "Wow." He said
there's always the chance
to learn new information.
"Especially when you
see construction progress
going on and you say,
'What's going on there?"'
Lawrence Wink said.

CHRISTINE DEPARIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

James Davis of UCF Facilities Planning explains the concepts of the future land
use to UCF alumnus and Winter Park resident, Jason Laviolette.
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Warning system to include texts and electronic signs
FROM Al

hazards. We will send out a
message [over the speaker]
saying, 'Go indoors and f"md
a safe place and stay there
until you hear an 'all clear'
to know that it's safe outside."'
The sirens, which were
installed in March, will
sound for about 10 seconds
before a voice message
instructs students, guests
and faculty members to
take precautionary measures.
The entire project for
the outdoor sirens has cost
about $142,000, according
to Morgan. He said that Lee
Kernek, associate vice president for Facilities & Safety.
put the money aside for
these types of systems.
"I can't really speak on
exactly where the money
came from," Morgan said.
"The state didn't specifically provide money for security measures, so what
Kernek did was reallocate
the money from the campus
budget."
Juan Valera, a digital
media major, said he heard
the speakers being tested
and said he thought they
would be effective in alerting people on campus during an emergency.
"It's good to know we
can feel safer on campus,"
Valera said. ''You can alert a

The

lot of people at once."
While UCF already has
the ability to warn students
and faculty of danger
through mass e-mails,
Valera said he thought the
speakers were a better way
to let people Im.ow instantly,
particularly as they travel
across campus.
''The speakers are more
effective
than
e-mail
because not everyone
checks their e-mail right
away, all the time," Valera
said "The speakers will be
able to get everyone's attention immediately."
The speakers are part of
a new warning system the
university is building called
UCF Alert, Morgan said
He said the university is
looking into systems for
indoor speakers that would
coordinat~ with the outdoor sirens in 30 buildings
on campus.
According to Morgan,
the indoor one would say,
"Don't go outside," while
the outside speakers would
instruct people to go
indoors.
Another feature of UCF
Alert is a text-message noti:fication, which has already
been purchased, for students, faculty and staff in
case they are off campus
during an emergency. Students will be able to register
for text messages through
myUCF.
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The sirens will alert students with a pre-approved message or a 10-second alarm before natural disasters or emergency situations.

"We took that route
mainly because it makes it
easier on the student," Morgan said. "Instead of having
to go somewhere and sign
up for it, they can do it
through myUCF."
In addition to the sirens,
Morgan said the university
is working to place large
electronic signs at all major
entrances to the campus.
These signs would display
information to people who
were not on campus during
the emergency alerts. He
said the goal is to have these
signs up and working
before football season.
'We are exploring other
ways of notifying people,"

~

LOFWS

Morgan said. ''The key is
redundancy. You should
be able to get hit by this
information more than
once, at least once."
Morgan said no one
event prompted UCF to
install the sirens. He said
the university has been
doing ongoing security
audits on campus and had
a task force in place
before the massacre. at
Virginia Tech.
"They were identifying that the campus is
growing and getting larger," Morgan said. "We
have to make sure that we
are able to notify folks on
a large scale, immediately.
It's something the university has wanted to do, and
now we've done it."
The sirens were tested
March 26-30 by a group of
15 volunteers, all of whom
gave positive feedback

about the clarity and
loudness of the speakers,
according to Morgan.
"We've got a pretty
good portion of the campus covered," Morgan
said
Psychology
major
Rehan Gordon said she
likes the idea of the sirens
and that they will make
the campus safer.
"It will be a quick way
to let people Im.ow what's
going on, as opposed to
just sending out an email," Gordon said
"I feel as a whole, the
sirens make the campus
safer, although we haven't
had the wrong situation
happen," Gordon said. "I
think it will be very effective if something ever
happens."
The sirens are located
in parking garages B, D, H
and behind the Facilities

& Safety building.
"UCF takes this very
seriously, and they have
for a very long time,''
Morgan said. "They have
been setting money aside
for this project, even with
the recent budget cuts, so
that should say something
to the students that the
university is investing in
their safety."
Morgan said UCF has
done the research on
these types of systems
and that this is the best
one out there. He said that
the siren/voice-warning
system is the one of the
only emergency-alert systems to be approved by
the Department ofHomeland Security.
"It's nice that we have
the best system we can on
campus," Morgan said.
"It's a great investment
for the university."
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Teammates work
like processors do
FROM

A1

The trio of students
making up the UCF team
is Michael Do, Jeremy
Elbourn and Stephen Fulwider.
They will be challenged to prove their programming skills by solving eight to 10 complex,
real-world
computer
problems on one computer during a five-hour period.
The teammates have
to work together to rank
the difficulty of the problems, deduce the requirements, design test beds,
and build software systems that solve the problems given.
They have been studying and preparing for
Sweden for the past 25
Saturdays, Orooji said.
Their seven-hour practices include lectures,
practice problems and follow-up discussions, Orooji said
"Different
students
have
different
backgrounds, and we need to
prepare them to know
everything," Orooji said.

"But this is like any other
sport. We have to practice
just as hard and as long as
athletes do for football or
basketball."
Elbourn has been on
the team for three years
and said he is very excited
to attend the world championship of computer
programming.
"It is an honor to get to
go," Elbourn said "I went
last year but we did not do
as well as we hoped we
would So we are preparing twice as hard and
looking forward to performing much better this
year."
Regarding his team
members, Elbourn said
they are very different but
get along very well due to
the extended amount of
practice time they spend
together.
He described their
team work strategy as
three parallel processors.
"Processors
work
together but separate,"
Elbourn said, "We have to
· understand each other
because we only get one
computer, but we each do
what we are good at."

All

Background, parents influence choice
FROM

Al

tor of Multicultural
Academic & Support
Services, said that primary education, especially middle school and
high school, plays an
important role in what
students choose to study
in college and how they
perform in their courses.
He said for minorities, who often come
from lower socio-economic backgrounds than
whites, are not always
provided with the education needed to prepare
them for science and
math majors.
"It's not easy to get
into those sciences and
do well," Jackson said.
"You really have to have
a strong foundation."
Parents with more
money are able to send
their children to better
schools, he said, which
enables
students to
achieve higher SAT
scores and, in turn, can
guide their choices in
college. Often this situation is reciprocal, but
individuality cannot be
ignored.
"I think everyone's
given a God-given gift,"
Jackson said, "and if you
take
that
gift
and
improve it, you can basically do whatever it is
that you want to do.
Obviously, it helps if
you're coming from a
good school."
At UCF, the three
most populated majors
among all races are psychology,
micro
and
molecular biology and
hospitality management.
In the spring 2009
semester, the micro and
molecular biology major
had the second-largest

Percentage distribution of students enrolled In degree-granting Institutions, by race/ethni city: 56/ected years. fall
1978 through fa/12005

Institutions of higher education
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population of blacks and
Hispanics and was No. 1
for Asians. In comparison, the major was the
:fifth most populated for
whites, who tended to
lean toward psychology,
hospitality management
and elementary education, in that order.
While the reason for
major selection among
minorities cannot be
attributed to race definitively, some sociologists
believe the students'
environments play a significant role in the educational process. Furthermore,
societal
stereotypes, such as
Asians being proficient
in mathematics, can play
a role· in what students
pursue in college.
Pressure from a student's family and community can also be a
heavy influence on the
decision.
Briya Patel, an Indian
micro and molecular
biology major, said her
race was a strong decid-

ing factor in her choice to
pursue the medical field.
"I think a lot of the Indian race usually do go
toward the doctoral pathway," Patel said. "That's just
what their mentality is;
that's their parents' mentality and their children's
mentality."
Patel said if she were of a
different race, she would
not have . pursued micro
and molecular biology.
"I think I'd probably try
to go for modeling, or
maybe a really high business," she said. "Or [try out
for] the weather woman on
CNN."
Claudia Talbot, a black
and Indian micro and
molecular biology major, said
she also believes race could
have an influence when a student selects a major.
"I think a lot of people go

into certain areas because
they're good at certain
things, like maybe Asians
are good at engineering,"
Talbot said. "Personally, I
think you should just do
what you're happy with."
However, some students
feel that race has no influence in the decision to
select a major.
David Jessup, a white
political science senior,
said his classes are filled
with people of various
races.
"I see a diverse group of
students . in my classes,
because UCF is providing
opportunities for all stuL
dents, all races and all ethnicities,''
Jessup
said.
"There's plenty of white
people that are involved in
African American studies.
It all depends on what
you're interested in."

UNIVERSITI
WALK-IN
MEDICAL

CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"
_

COURTESY DAVID_HILL@MAC.COM

Three UCF students are competing in the ACM International Collegiate
Programming Contest, a team-based computer programming competition.

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalki.n.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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UCFloses
toSMUin
first round
of tourney

MEN'S
RESULTS
FIRST ROUND
Friday- 8 a.m.
Southern Miss 4
East Carolina 2

11a.m.
Tulsa4
MemphisO

CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

The Knights' homecourt advantage at the
Conference USA Men's
Tennis Championship
was not enough to overcome SMU, as they lost
4-2 in the first round.
'We knew it was going
to be close," UCF head
coach Bobby Cashman
said. 'We're very evenly
matched. Hopefully we
can fix some issues."
In a close match, UCF
started off strong against
the third-seeded Mustangs. The Knights battled for the doubles
point, with each team
talcing a match before
heading to the decisive
point at the No. 1 spot.
At the No. 3 spot,
freshman Eugene Dolgovykh and junior Marc
Rocafort defeated Robin
Fahgen and Gaston Caudranti 8-4. At the No. 2
spot senior Tarek Ben
Soltane and freshman Joe
Delinks dropped an 8-6
decision
In the deciding doubles match, freshman
Blaze Schwartz and junior Johan Beigart led for
the most part, but the No.
53 team of Darren Walsh
and Asham el-Effendi
fought back and forced a
tie break. In front of

2p.m.
SMU4
UCF2

Sp.m.
Rice4
UABO

QUARTERFINALS

Saturday- noon
Tulsa4
Southern Miss 0

3p.m.
Rice4
SMU2

FINALS

Sunday- noon
Tulsa
Rice

SWEEPING THROUGH
Tulsa showed it was the
dass ofthe toumament,
dropping just one singles
match. The Golden
Hurricane were led by
Arnau Bruges, the No. 1ranked player in the
country, who did not Jose a
singles or a doubles
contest

ABRICK WALL
Rice cruised throughthe
first two rounds, blanking
UAB and running through
SMU, which the Owls beat
handily. But they ran into
Tulsa in the finals, in which
they only picked up a ·
single pointatthe No.3
spot in singles play.

PLEASE SEE
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ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior Tarek Ben Soltane won the final match of his collegiate career. Soltane was the only Knight to win a singles match.

KNIGHTS ON A13

Formorephotos
from the tourney:
www.UCFNews.com
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Women fall in semis after first round win

I

WOMEN'S RESULTS
FIRST ROUND - THURSDAY

CARLOS PINEDA

9 a.m. - UTEP 4, Memphis 1
9 a.m. - Rice 4, Southern Miss 0
Noon - UCF 4, Tulane 0
Noon - East Carolina 4, UAB 3

Staff Writer

Everything started out right for the UCF
Women's Tennis team Thursday at the ~onference USA Women's Tennis Championship.
The Knights (12-10), seeded seventh, took
on the 10th-seeded Tulane Green Wave (12-12),
shutting them out 4-0 in the first round.
With the shutout the Knights opened the
conference tournament with a shutout for the
sixth consecutive time.
UCF faced Tulane earlier in the season, talcing a close 4-3 victory over the Green Wave.
This time around was a different story, with
UCF dominating from the start.
The win advanced the Knights to the quarterfinals of the C-USA Tournament, where
they locked horns with second-seeded Tulsa
on Friday afternoon.
UCF started their contest against Tulane by
talcing the doubles point. The freshman tanPLEASE SEE

TULSA ON A13

QUARTERFINALS- FRIDAY
9 a.m.-'- SMU 4, UTE~ 0
9 a.m. - Rice 4, Houston 0
Noon - Tulsa 4, UCFO
Noon - Marshall 4, ECU 0

SEMIFINALS - SATURDAY
2 p.m. - SMU 4, Rice 0
2 p.m. - Tulsa 4, Marshall 3

~I

FINALS - SUNDAY
10a.m.-SMU4,Tulsa 1

I
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ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF freshman Christy Core,seen here against Florida A&M, won her
doubles match Thursday against Tulane in the (-USA Champio~hip.

With their dominant performance in the tournament, the
SMU Mustangs receive Conference USA's automatic bid
.into the NCAA Tennis Championships.
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UCF splits doubleheader on road
PADRICK BREWER

•
•
•
•

Sports Editor

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Breanne Javier, seen here against Southern
Miss, had 1 hit and 1 RBI against Houston.
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Although the UCF Softball team dropped the first
of two games Sunday, it
picked up its second road
victory since Feb. 18 in the
second,
splitting
two
games against Houston in
Cougar Stadium in Houston.
After struggling through
the ~ater innings in the first
game, UCF starter Kristina
DeMello continued her hot

-""---

-----

pitching, allowing one run
on three hits to even her
record at 7-7 on the season.
The Knights started the
scoring in the third inning,
when
Breanne
Javier
brought
home
Abby
McClain with an RBI single.
That
,caused
the
Cougars to switch pitchers,
bringing in Baillie Lott to
replace starter Lindsey
Olson, who was saddled
with the loss. Lott finished
her busy day - she started
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and pitched a complete
game in the series opener
allowing two earned
runs on four hits in the next
4.2 innings.
The Knights scored a
run in each of the fourth
and fifth innings, pulling
away as far as they would
need to.
DeMello didn't need
much run support, striking
out seven batters and
allowing two walks.
The Knights didn't start
strong Saturday, losing 6-4

------- - - ·

- - ---
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after a late Houston rally.
The Knights went down
in order in the top of the
first, and Houston followed
that with two runs in its
half of the frame, both coming with two outs.
Houston first baseman
Melissa Gregson picked up
two RBIs with her single
up the middle, scoring
Christa Raley and Laurie
Wagner, both unearned.
UCF didn't back down,
PLEASE SEE

--- --- -.....
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Knights fade late, lose final 3 singles matches
FROM A12

packed stands, the Kniglits
broke through. winning 9-8
(7-4) as the fans cheered.
UCF took a hard-earned
1-point lead into·the singles
competition.
"It
was awesome,"
Cashman said of the
crowd "We need that. We
can have that if we work
hard and get more people
interested in our tennis
team."
In singles the men went
up quickly on SMU. Clicking on all cylinders, the
Knights won the first set
on four of the six courts.
Soltane took his point at
the No. 2 spot, winning 6-3,
6-4 against Chris Hooshyar.
Soltane's point would
be the only one for the
Knights, who dropped the
next four decisions to end
their season.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

UCF's Johan Beigart, left with partner Blaze Schwartz, returns a shot agai~st SMU in the first round of the Conference USA Championship on Friday. They lost their
doubles match against the Mustangs. Tulsa, right, in blue, swept through the tournament into the finals, beating Rice for its fourth consecutive C-USA title.

Soltane and his oppo- helped UCF beat the Musnent Hooshyar battled tangs.
hard, going back and forth
"This was my last
exchanging points before match,'' Soltane said. "I
Soltane lost his final match mean, I really wanted the
as a Knight.
team more than me to win
Soltane said he was ·g lad . even if I lost today.
to pick up the individual
"I had a lot of emotions.
victory, but we have gladly I still remember when I got
given it up if it could have here four years agq, so I

remember allthe matches I
played and all the good
times I have had here. I feel
proud of myself because I
won my last match. I wanted to leave on a good note
and win my final match."
The 65th-ranked Fahgen took a 6-0, 6-3 win at
the No. 1 spot against

Rocafort.
Schwartz surrendered
an early lead and the decision at the No. 3 spot to
Davia Costa 2-6, 6-1, 6-3.
"I ·didn't think Blaze
would wear out like he did
in the third. I thought he
had more, he shou1,d have
had more, so that was dis-

Rain delays series; teams
play two of
three games

Tulsa tops Knights, sweeps match 4-0
FROM A12

dem ofAlexis Rodriguez·and Andrea Yacaman picked up an 8-5 win at the No. 2 spot.
· At the No. 3 spot, freshman Christy Core
and junior Katie Orletsky scored an 8-4 .
decision and put the Knights up 1-0.
In singles, three players won in straight
sets to take the match. Yacaman won at the
No. 3 spot 7-5, 6-3. Rodriguez h,ad less difficulty from the No. 4 spot, taking a 6-1, 6-3
win. Orletsky followed those performances with a 6-2, 6-1 victory on court six.
The other three matches went unf"mished because the Knights secured the win.
UCF took on No. 38 Tulsa in its second
match. The Knights battled iI:,. all of their
doubles matches, but Tulsa came out .o n
top, winning two matches to pick up the
point.
Rodriguez and Yacaman lost 8-5 on
court two and Core and Orletsky lost 8-6
on court three. The 55th-tanked doubles ·
team of sophomore Jenny Frisell and senior Elvira Serrot trailt:!d 7-6, but the match
went. unf"mished because Tulsa already
picked up,the point.
The weather in Houston deteriorated
quickly, so the matches were relocated to
the indoor facility.
In singles action, the four, five, and six
spots were the deciding matches.
Rodriguez lost 6-2, 6-4 at the No. 4 spot,
Core was defeated 6-2, 6-1 at the No. 5 spot
and Orletsky battled but.fell short 6-4, 7-5 at
the No. 6 spot.
Three of the singies matches went
unfmished Frisell found herself in a battle
at the No. 1 spot, trailing in the first set but
taking the second. The third set was tied
before·it was called off, and the final score
was 6-3, 2-'-6, 4-4. Serrot lost the first set but
forced a tiebreak in the second, 6-3, 6-6.
Yacaman also dropped the first set but tied
the second 7-5, 4-4.
The Knights f"mished the season with
double-digit victories for the 18th consecutive year.
Top-seeded SMU beat Tulsa for the
CFF ARCHIVE
title Sunday morning.
UCF's Alexis Rodriguez, seen here earlier in the season, won her matches against Tulane on Thursday but lost to Tulsa on Friday.
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though. coming back to take a onerun lead in the second.
Hillary Barrow ' and Vanessa
Perez started off the inning with a
walk and a single, respectively, and
both advanced to scoring position on
Mary Helen Tyler's groundout.
Lindsay Dean then brought home
Barrow with a single, Abby McClain
scored Perez with a single and Dean
scored an unearned run on a miscue
by Houston shortstop Jessica Valis.
Houston scored another run in
the bottom of the second, effectively
ending day for UCF starter Magon
Paul.
Paul allowed three runs, one
earned, on four hits in her two
innings of work, picking up a walk
and a strikeout.
Cole relieved Paul, allowing three
earned runs during the next four
innings, picking up her seventh loss
. of the season.
Houston tied the game in the bottom of the fourth on Valis' triple and
pulled away with another 2 runs in
the bottom of the sixth.
The doubleheader, originally
scheduled for Saturday, was moved
to Sunday be.c ause of rain and
inclement weather. .
The two-game series was another
stop in UCF's seven-game road trip, .
which~ the Knights will. continue
when they take on Bethune-Cookman on Wednesday in Daytona
Beach.
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appointing,'' Cashman said
"He's freshman over there
so I knew that was going to
be tight."
Beigart also led after
winning the first set, but
his ankle plagued him, and
he lost 2-6, 6-3, 6-0 at the
No. 4 spot to Baradach.
Deiinks fell on court five,
6-4, 6-1 against Walsh.
The Knights outplayed
the Mustangs for most of
the day, but as the match
continued the Mustangs
were able to take advantage of UCF's miscues. It
was that second set that
· doomed most of the
Knights.
With their season over,
the Knights wfll look to
improve over the offseason
in preparation for next season.
In Sunday's final, Tulsa
won its fourth consecutive
conference title by beating
Rice, the second seed, 4-1.
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Tax Day prOtests not
a Paul Revere moment
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CF Stands for
find them.
They lost the election by
Opportunity. The
emblem is posted
some 1,800 votes, and Giery
everywhere, and students
was unsure of where to take
casually overloqk the power
the next step with his service
of these words. The notion is
career at UCF. A seasoned
that opportunity can be
member of SGA from earlier
found in the classroom, but
years, Giery contacted Suzi
that's the tip of the iceberg.
Halpin, the director of the
For those who participate
Student Union. Less thap. a
in the extracurricular aspect
year after the idea was conceived, Giery is now ·w orking
of the university, oppo~ty
is sometimes found when it
in Event Services and has
is sought, but opportunity
been given the green light to
also finds its own way to stuorganize the Study Union.
dents and staff through their
A partnership among the
ideas. ·
Student Union, SGA,. the
Student Acade.m ic Resource
This is just t4e case with
the Study Union, one of the
Center, vendors, staff and the
largest events UCF has to
university blossomed. Withoffer. The Association of Col.:. out this combination. Giery
lege Unions International
said the idea would have.
awarded the event as Collabnever left the couch.
orative Program of the Year,
So fast forward to spring
according to Adam Giery, the
2009 when the ACUI, an
special projects coordinator
entity dedicated to building
with Student Union Event
campus comm'1nities, honServices.
ored Giery's idea The associThe international recogni- ation spans seven countries
tion that the Study Union has and hundreds of schools
earned because of the ACUI
within the United States. Of
is exemplary, but it is imporall these campuses, UCF
tant to first understand how
stood out for its.Study Union
this idea came to fruition.
program and received the
During the 2008 Student
Collaborative Program of the
Government Association
Year award - the first
presidential campaign, then- _ semester it even existed.
candidate Giery and his runThat ought to say somening mate Austin Smith were
thing for opportunity: conbrainstorming on a couch
nection is key.
when the idea struck them:
Giery stressed that had it
Why not open the Student
not been for his years in SGA,
Union around the clock durspent mee~g people ai;id
ing finals week? They put it
making connections, the idea
in their platform with a faint
would have foundered In its
understanding of how much
:first fJnals week, the Study
the idea would evolve, how
Union saw more than 80;000
opportunity would come to
people walk in and out of its

doors. Giery said with
SARC's help, 1,948 students
were able to receive tutoring
help, as opposed to the few
hundred that have come
through SARC's offices in
Howard Phillips Hall in years
past. .
Perhaps the most notable
perspective of the story is
Giery's take. The graduate
student said he grew as a
person because of all the
opportunities that service
provided him. He said the
Study Union concept is his
way of giving back for all that
UCF has given him. He said
he hopes the Study Union
will become a UCF tradition.
Students shy from pushing forward ideas to better
the university because they
don't think one person can
make a difference. Although
it does sometimes take influence and connections, there
is opportunity beckoning all
over this campus, It only
takes one idea, as with Giery,
Smith and the Study Union.
As young as UCF is, the
university is still pliable and
changing. The school ought
to flex at the whim of students and their ideas - if
viable - because that's why
the campus is here in the first
place. With staff like Halpin ·
willing to explore and experiment, UCF will definitely
make a name for itself, perhaps even on the international stage.
It's wishful thinking, but
opportunity doesn't come
around without some dreaming and daring.
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s the Future recently
repqrted, ropberies
. and home invasions
have increased near UCF in
recent years.
According to the Orange
County Sheriff's Office data,
there were 20 cases of robbery and home invasion
reported at 10 off-campus
apartment complexes in
2008. That's four times the
number of those crimes
reported in 2004.
Twenty, in the context of a
university with 50,000 students and a community of
many mor~ may seem like a
drop in the bucket. It may
seem perfectly reasonable to
dismiss the concern.
It may seem that way, until
home invasion happens to
you. For the people who
were robbed or had their
homes invaded at non-affiliated UCF off-campus apartments, even one home invasion was one too many.
That's not to say that the
robbery upswing is an epidemic. Twenty robberies and
home invasions do not make
a crime wave. All these statistics indicate is there is a serious problem, one that UCF .
·students need to be aware of.
The problem with home
invasions, robberies and burglaries in university commu.nities is not confined to the
area between University
Boulevard and East Colonial
Drive, According to the U.S.
Department of Education, the
University of Florida reported 14 cases of burglary off
campus in 2007. At Florida
State University, there were
eight robberies and 69 burglaries reported on campus
in the same year.
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ated off-campus housing at
According to Jay Corzine,
· chair of the sociology departUCF remain unsolved.
However, Corzine said
ment, college students are
often targeted because ,they · that there are steps students
typically own pricey elec.:.
can take to avoid becoming
victims. Simply traveling
tronic items, such as iPods
and laptop computers, which
with a friend and avoiding
can be sold at a high price
obviously sketchy situations
and are extremely hard to
can help students stay safe,
trace.
Corzine said.
The UCF Police Depart''Nobody should ever go
ment's personal property reg- to an outside ATM after
istration program offers studark," Corzine said. The UCF
dents a means to recover
Police Depardnent's list of
safety tips on the departthose electronics once they
are stolen.
.
ment's Web site echoed this
Computers, iPods, camsuggestion. The site also sugeras and even bikes can be
gests that students keep
registered with.UCF PD.
doors locked at all times,
College students who
keep porch lights on at night
travel alone at night, especial- and make sure to tell somely those who are intoxicated,
one where they are going and
are more at risk, Corzine
when they will return when
said.
they go out.
The UCF Police DepartThe site also details the
ment is proactive when it
various programs and serviccomes to the prevention of
es available to students on
and off campus.
crime on the UCF camp~
and at affiliated housing,
He said that other deterpatrolling those areas
rents, such as pepper spray
regularly. "Blue Light'' tele.and whistles distributed by
phones give students peace
Victim Services, can also be
of mind on campus, and Safe- helpful in certain situations
ty Escort Patrol Services
because of their easy portagives students traveling alone bility.
at night a free ride. ·
He also said that a loud
Unfortunately, none of the
dog can be very effective in
deterring a potential robber. ·
above is available to students
once they leave campus or at
Guns, he said, are often less
any of the number of nonhelpful because having a gun
affiliated housing complexes.
at home is useless if you're
According to Corzine, college not at home when a home
apartments can be an easy
invasion occurs.
target for criminals.
The best suggestion anyUnfortunately, robberies
one can give is just to be
and home invasions are also
aware. Vigilance is the key.
notoriously difficult to solve.
College students will likely
According to 2008 statistics
always be comparatively easy
from the OCSO, 20 of 23
· targets, but cautious behavior
closed-case robberies, home
and awareness can go a long
invasions and attempted robway toward crime prevenberies reported at non-affilition.

Revolution is brewers.
i,ng? That was hardly
And although people
the case when protesters
from around the country
all over the country
were mad as hell
came out to show disapbecause Congress. was
proval of Congress's cur"spending away the lives
rent "spending spree."
of their child,ren," the
Everywhere one
purpose seemed all too
looked, the place was
political It was hardly
like Candy Land for Fox
noticeable behind the
News. Hundreds of
KONSTATIN RAWIN
comparisons of Barney
signs with exaggerated
contributing Columnist
.Frank to Bernie Madoff
slogans and effigies
or Barack Obama to
were held high in the air
Adolf Hitler, but for
as mad-as-hell protesters, who
some reason (perhaps not permissiclaimed to be from all walks of the
ble to the human eye), the protests
political spectrum, wandered
seemed a bit one-sided.
around their respective state houses
It' was as if conservatives finally
to get their voices heard on April 15,
got a cheap chance to say "we finalthe last day to send in 2008 tax
ly got the Democrats for some-,
returns. · Protesters appeared even
thing," despite the fact that it was
in front of the White House, where
Bush's policies that got us necktea bags were thrown to elicit the
deep into this mess. There are of
essence of the Boston Tea Party.
course high. yet implausible, expecBesides the fact that there was
tations for a Democratic Congress
no occupying force to protest
to f'ix within three years what a conagainst, nor ships to raid to spill all
servative Congress has done in
the bailout money into the sea, this _ eight, but the satisfaction ofboastwas truly like the Boston Tea Party;
ing a premature failure is too sweet
a true revolution, right?
.for those who threw tea b,;1.gs at the
The heat of the moment may
White House.
make 1it seem like a scene in an
It has nothing to do with
Oscar-winning flick. But in reality,
whether what the current administhe majority of those protesting,
tration is doing for our economy is
despite their efforts to adj<;>um judgright or wrong, as there is no doubt
ment through cliche statements,
that foreign borrowing and budget
' were quite misinformed and galvadepletion does raise our debt· signif. nized by the hype their TVs have so
icantly. It's about not being polarneedlessly provided.
ized toward an extreme point of
"I'm concerned about the incred- view to justify a protest. There are
ible amount of debt Congi:ess is
positives and negatives to everygoing to put on our children,'' a D.C.
thing our government is doing for
protester told The Associated Press.
our economy, but overstating the
What's astounding is where were
negative aspect and protesting simthese people when we were airliftply for a political purpose does
ing globs of money outside of this
nothing good for our country, nor
country toward a pointless war in
our uhity. That's not a revolution.
Iraq, a point that was highly emphathat's just the unfortunate status
sized by pockets of counter-protestquo.

'

READER VIEWS

~ g the objectives ·
of th~ gleaning process

work.
Gleaning is only possible
through the hard work of Society of
St. Andrew and the generosity of
farmers such as Long and Scott, in
As an advocate for farm worker
Zellwood, Florida. These farmers
justice, I feel it is my duty to clear
donate tons of food and their time
some of the facts stated in the artiwith no other interest than feeding
cle that went under the names
. the hungry and doing what is
"Students,Spend a Day as Farm
morally right. Long and Scott Farms
Workers" and '½. Day in the Cabhave a great record in terms of their
bage Patch" by Raisa Camargo.
The Youth and Young Adult Net- use of pesticides and the treatment
of their workers. In our experience,
work of the National Farm Worker
the conditions of the fields where
Ministry, (YAYA), works with Sociwe glean with Society of St. Andrew
ety of St. Andrew (www.endhunger.org) taking farm worker sup- are always good.
Even though farm workers in the
porters to the fields so that they can
United States face many challenges,
fulfill two objectives. One, in accorI am happy to say that there are
dance with Society of St. Andrew's
many growers who treat their work- •
mission statement, is to feed the
ers right, who use pesticides
hungry and pick food from the
responsibly and who are generous .
fields that would otherwise be
enough to allow people to enter
wasted. The second objective is to
their fields to glean.
provide farm worker supporters
with the opportunity to work in the
LARIZA GARZON
fields so that they can relate to farm
YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULT NETWORK OFTHE
workers and the nature of their
NATIONAL FARM WORKER MINISTRY

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Vacant Greek houses get a
new chapter

quota!!
DGAXL

Congratulations, Theta & Theta
Chi! 9 and 5 years (respectively) of
waiting finally came to fruition. It's
great to see chapters who are able
THETA=DRAMA
to strengthen themselves and
grow to be wen.:.respected without
Wow. I'm actually disgusted by a house [and for those of you readthis decision. I am a UCF Alumni ing this, rest assured I recognize
and I never thought such a lame
that other organizations also have
sorority and "B" grade fraternity
been successful at this]. I applaud
move into the once most-popular and send wishes of good luck to
houses on the entire UCF campus. both houses. :)
But; I guess this makes senseKeep Theta in the back where
STINAMARIE
they belong and no one can see
them and keep Theta Chi next to
Democrat victories motivate
Kappa Sig so they can compete /
over who's cooler on that end of
GOP club
the street. Sorry boys, none of you
are. To those who were once UCF
Now they're being bitter about
students, you know where I stand it. It's funny how when liberals
and, chances are, you agree with
protest a republican president.
me. Everyone knows where frater- they call them unamerican but
nities and sororities stand. Even if when republicans protest a demoyou ignore it, there is a popularity cratic president it's called patriotstanding. This is a disgrace. PS: I
ic. What hypocrites! I'll tell them
was a GDI and wouldn't have ,
what they told me when I protestrushed Theta if they would have
ed the Iraq war: "IF YOU DON'T
paid me. Let's not forget, they do
LIKE IT, YOU CAN GET OUT
COB ( Continuous Open Bidding)- OF MY COUNTRY"
because they can't make their
I wish UCF would tell us what
lowly theta ever did to deserve a
house, honestly.

UCFMAN!
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FOR THE.FIRST TIME EVER

<)

The UCF Women's Health Clinic
I

provides many women's health services. These services

I

t·

include Routine and Acute GYN care·such as:

&..

I

'

•

Contracepti~e Prescribing & Couriseling

•

Routine Pa~ Testing

•

Follow up for Abnormal Pap

•

Colposcopy

•

HPV Vaccination (Gardasll)

..
AT
'PARKING -GARAGE F
·BEHIND .UCF ARENA

• s:ro Testing and Counseling_

.,,r

•
•

Pregnancy Testing & Counseling

.

.

Consultation available with Board Certified GYN MDs
Located in the Purple Pod of the UCF Health Center.

*EXCLUDING SPECIAL EVENTS
NO PARKING BETWEEN
. 3AM-8AM

For an appointment, call 407.823.2701

. I:
•·

' i-

:r
. I

COJ.I ..BGE OF
GRADUATE STUDIES

'

,.
I

1

I

')

Discover Your Opportunities,
w-ith a graduate degree .
•

.............................................................................................................................
Admissions requirements·have changed, many of our programs no longer.require the GRE
Visit Graduate Programs at: www.graduate.ucf.edu

•·

,,
..
HOW TO PLACE AN AD

1\

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

By phone: 407-447-4555
By f'ax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX.
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue ·
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

Expem,ce Neoesscry. Traiirg
Provided. N;Je 18 + OK 800-9656520 x 107.

NeeEl PartTme ~ for Paronal
Assistant ard Ofooe Wcx1< near UCF.10 - 15 Haus per week $1o.tr.
Please cal 203.523.7882

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

ATINADf>R,MARKETING
MAJORS!

Sumner Marketing Internship

-Co-EdCarrl)
-$even Wea<s
-Room ard Board lndu:led

amtlve, hard-woo<ingl
UCF aedlt available.
Send resume w/ cover letter and

TILE FLRS, AU..APlNCES
FlRE PLACE, DEN & DINING

carrp n..ns Jule Slh-Juy 25th. Please
~ Krys R(tjard at 800523-1673
ext251 or352-455-4267

Authorized DistrbJtor of RartJow

rome clearirg sys1ans. With

training and management potential.
www.dearcareerjobs.com

Heal1h:ae oppot1l.rity, Need
person 1D assist disatAed ma,,

Gcxx:Jpay,
Near UCF, Cal John @ 407--67&
1729.

FULLY FURNISHED

FEMALES WANTED
ROOM
1 MSTWrrHBFOR$600, 1 BR
W/SHARED B. FOR $400.00
OTHER RCXJM TAKEN

AIREADY!
NICE NEIGHEORHOOD, BIG

YARD
CONTACT
SLICVIC1919@YAHCX).COM

P/fDoggyDayt;areasoodale
posistions avail. Must Low Dogs.
VetA<eme! Exp. a Jiis!
l.oca!ions in Or1ado ard Sa,fooj

**"www.cbgjayaftemoon.net""*
email res.me 1D
info@dogdayaftaroon.net

lrrllnciJal Leases Avail.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
www.FofRentNeartX::F.o:m
Beautifu 212. TOIMl Home in

MWBERrms
EL Bailey & Carl)a'1y is
~ pqxisals from all

Located Near Campus
t----407-679-2700 - - - 4

www.workforstudents.com

tra:les for the constn.dion of
Barnett Park Gymnasun W.
Cobial Drive, Or1alcb, FL32800.
EL Bailey Conta:t Info: Kestia
Torruela Off: 407.855.1880 Fax:
407.855.1830 Proposals ard RFl's are sent b: Kesha Toouella
Fax: 407.855.1830 E-mail:
kloouella@elxD.com. Proposal
Due da!e:April 28, 2009 by 2:CQ:Jrn EL Bailey request bds by
April Zl, 2009. Cortra::tas b
have octequale insu-anoe, ard
m.JSt be certified MN1/BE by
Qange Coully. Plans ard
specifi'.:ation are available for
viewing at EL Baley's Digital
Pia, Room; oonta:t Kestia for

wetEiteardpass'MJld.

parkrg, lie. Wa511er/Dr)'er & 2 mi from
UCF. l'lxess Pool & Terris.
Cal Sieve @407-488--9656

[jyou are a top flight sales
executive with strong closing skills, strong work ethic
and powerful phone voice,
then Applied Concepts has
a spot for you. Contrary
to popular belief, the North
American car market remains solid and car dealers
continue to invest money
into their stores. Applied
Concepts, Inc. has been a
leading provider of business
development services
for the automotive industry
since 1983 and we are taking this unique opportunity
to grow our business. If a
career in sales is what you
are looking for, contact
Mattthew 0eFiglio at
800-393-2277 ext. 270.
E0E/0FW.

$55Gtro. becroom, sitting room
aid privale balh n my tone.
407-595-3398 ask for Kathleen.
3.25 TCMl!t1ouse 1 rnie from UCF

Lwa:led ~ - Corrm.rity
pool. 1 car garage. Avaiable
startin;J May. Call: 954003{l298
Beaulifu 31.2 aJStcm ci.4J1ex. 2 miles 1D
UCF. 1150 s:i ft. Applia,oes & la\Nn
SE!IVice ild. Non-5mokilg. $1250hno.
+ security deposit 407-{359-5()()1
Up&;ale tone for rent, 3 becroom, 2
ful balh, garage, fenced yard, al
appliarnls, washerklryer; yard
mainlenance, 2 min from UCF. Cbse
1D 408/417, stq:prgtiring ard
Waterford Lakes. Pels \118b'.Jme.
Ready1D move il lmmeda1ely.
Call 407-31Q-8031 for more infoonation.

AslT1glrn Park stb, 1 mile east of
UCF off North Tanner. Lovely
waterfront 31212.. Screened porch.
$1300,mo. Avaia:ie roN. Prof
Very Clean. 2 bcl rm. 25 balhroom ·
oondo for l13fll 32f57 Forrest Oaks
Cout, Winter Park Call for detais.
61&435-3401

8758 clnapcbnf@yahoo.com

AslT1glrn Park t-ouses for rent
near UCF! 3/2./2. $1200tnonh
4.Q.SQ w/ pool $1acn-tronth
(407)482-8598

2 bedroom 2 bath townhouse
for rent close to UCF on

AvaiableAl.gJSt Dl.pex in

alafaya just 5 minutes fN1SY
from fhe oollege, low rent

$800.00 a rnon1h..call for move
in special 407-792-8138

=

rooms for rent il a thee
becroom ooncb with tv.u
balhrooms. Brand re>N, less tha,
ore mile from carTl)l.lS. In a ga1ed
aJnYT1\.f'ity, with endosed garage.
Call Kelly for details, 941-302-

1649.
Homeless? Stay Here! UCPs best wey to
find a pla:e to stay! Also vew all ads online
at www.UCFnews.ClOITlltlassffi

For Rent near 417 arx:t Uliversity.

~ : 407-865-9659

$795 212. Pets OK W/0 Qliet
area Off Dea, Road Ready
rot,/. Vrew Little Econ. 407-340-

Colotial Pointe L.uxuy Aµs
1 & 2 Beciooms Ree W/0, pool,
fi1ness center, patios.
2300 Econ Cir. 407-679-6061

T

Waterford Lakes:
Large walerfront h'.Jmes & towrhomes
3, 4 & 5 tx:im $1,215 & 1.4). Yard loo.

Chancellor's Row, End Unit, assigled

Public Anro.uncement for
Construction services from

UCF!NE ORLANDO

Sherwood Forest 3'2
~ & 22$750\no
Cbse1D UCF. W/0, dishwasher incl.
Cal 407-937-2900 or 402-208-7577

YOU" own Sl.ite w/ walk-in closet,
privale balh. In Gated oomm.
w,pool. Fu, &deal roorrmales.
F arty. $395 a man.
Gall 407-340-9887
10 min to UCF!! 2 Student F
Roommates wanted! Share
quletfumlshed 4,2 house w/2
F students. l.eas8'0ep. Clean

& responsible. No SmklNo
Pets. $340$350 + 1/4 utilities,

W/0, call 407-319-3751
MF wanted forflmlshed M!
home on lake. Walled Comm, 6
mlns to UCF. $500tno Incl utll
Non-Smoker, sec sys, pool &
tennis.
Available Immediately

Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448

Rooms for rent in 6
bedroom tone. Belin:l UCF.
fn1ErJ1et,Caije, utilities, W/0,
cishwasher, CXlllYl1lJlity pool,
$550,tronth. Ai.gJSt lease
avalable for 09/10 &l100I ~
Mlf: Cal 407-876-5697 or
321-438-1354
FURN,W/0, CABLE, PVT BATH.IN 2/2 UCF 1CM\111N $450,MN
$450sec,+1/2u1i PETS OK
STEVE 4072674982

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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First issue:
Each addl issue:
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Looking bra female roommate 1D
Sl.ttlase an apa1ment The
Gatherrgs 2 miles from UCF,
$540 a month. Amelities
in:t.ded. For crl:l1 info µease
conta::t lv1ega, at lefl}oale@ool.corn or cat at 386-453-5329

Rate(

B
A
A,
B
A
B
B
B
B

5

212. wAolt TD'M"ilouse 2 miles from
ca-rp..lS, off street parkrg,
recently rerovated. Avail. 5"1
$895.00 mth. Cal 407"3408124

-$2100

Get Paid 1D Play!
The Roooa Bks Youth Qn-p (FEYC)
needs male ard female Surmer car()
Cou1sebra ~ 18 and 1..4). FEYC is
a, overrtj1t carrp localEd off of
Hg,way450il Lmalila, FL The

,l,... _

robkaspa'@gnail.com

Available! Rex hot.rs (10-1&.lveek).
Greatexpeiiel ice! Fast-paced 1111011<
environment Must be energetic,

availability to
trishai@KnlghtNewspapercom

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

2 4
·-· ·-·· ···---·--· ·- ···-·1

2 rooms2 yrs rew NICE tone. 2
nin 1D carrp.is. on bJs ine. $550
or b:lth $1000. 970-0897 or

FOR RENT NEAR ECON & 417

SunmerJobs

•

Must Love Dogs
p,r Sales assoc. needed for
4)9'.3e ctJg l:xxJtQ.Je i, Baldwin
Park Sales exp req. emal res.me:
balclwirt>ark@gnail.com

RATES
Rate

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential.No

-.

7

5 8

9

4 !i
5
6 2
I

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Little coronet
Gilbert, for one
Quarry
To the point: Lat.
"Moby Dick"
character
16 Slugger Pete
17 Tranqutlity
18 Spanish title
19 Handle
20 "_ Night Fever"
22 Like a good steak
24 Major
disturbance
25 Guiding lights
26 Complete failure
29 No longer in
vogue
30 Laila o r her dad
31 Astrological ram
33 Bum
37 Church season
39 Blot
41 Murder
42 Approach
midnight
44 Lab burners
46 Achy & feverish
47 Spacious
49 Change
51 Fears
54 Gambler's spot
55 Let go of
56 Minuteman II
and Trident I
60
-a-brae
61 Send out
63 Upper crust
64 High rating
65 Leave the ground
66 Seed covering
67 Toboggan
68 Retort rudely
69 M isses in
Mexico: abbr.
1
6
10
14
15

DOWN
1 Evening song
2 Concept
3 Smel l _;
suspect trickery
4 H appe ns again
5 "My Country 'Tis
of Thee"
6 Egyptian leader
killed in 1981
7 Cookie : Chips
I

@ 2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

All rights reserved.

8 Raced
9 Ebbs
10 Lively horses
11' Musical
composition
12 German city
13 Periods of time
21 Places for
peepholes
23 Steinbeck's
"
of Eden"
25 Sink
26 Collapse
27 Intestinal parts
28 lsn1 badly
29 Like certain
mosses
32 Knickknacks
3 4 Inter _; among
other things
35 _ _ liquor
36 Nabors' role
38 Tiered
40 Tom, Dick and
Harry
43 "High _ _"
45 Late afternoon
occurrences

Ml

GRA P EIBR I
ABBE
L O R E N
E U R O
B R E N
U S E R S
V E S T
S O L D
M E A s u R
R I o L E
•••oRAL
BRANDED
B 0 N N .E. ..I. • .!!.
E T
p A L
A D o•
A M E
L 0 S T
0 L I D
Ml T
D R E A D • _§_J5..!i....!....l'!_ - P L 0
--- T I R E S
L E S S E N
S E T T E E S
A L G A• • •
C R E E D _§_ • .Q.c.l.
A L L O W
R O A R I T O U R
T l A R A
E S S E
E R N E
E N T E R
W E E D
D E E D
D E E M S
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Last issue solved
54 Ceremonies

48 Mandates
50 Laborer
51 Brass

instrume nts

52 Join
53 Western
European river

F eel t he loss of
Tilt to one side
Comica l Kett
B lack &
Yellow
62 S inatra's third

56
57
58
59

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Ac¥::e~ a:! in minutes!
www.KnightNevvspape.com.k:fassified
4 Rooms for rent il a 414. $625 & 1..4).
Yad ard Util. lrd. 2 miles 1D UCF.
lncividual leases. l'vlonth 1D month avail.
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

2 Rooms avail. in spociotJs tone with
p:iol 3 miles from UCF. $500.-$425 rro
ALL Util. Ind + maid ser.ii::e. Steve
305-281-3104 sca5ios76@ool.com
Roans availEttl in62.5 muse,
behird UCF. $450tmnth iooi.drg
al utiflties. Cai L.aua at
407-491-1203. =}
SUMMER rental, matLre female
h:Jusemate 1D share with s.:me.
Ft.mished ovasized room, w,priv.
balh, 10 min 1D UCF. W/0,
inlemet, oornm. pool tenris. $500.
4072471610

Female rooomate wantEd by
wa!afold. Non-smoker. $650.tro.
utilities, caJle, ard wieless

mnect. Call Vicky 954-829-1422.

lfm

SUBLEASE

Great room at The Vilage at
Sci:n::e Olive with O\M1 bathoom
brfemale.
Huge walk-in closet, p:iol, 24-hou'
gym, shuttle 1D UCF.
Ubities ard cther cfl1ef'ities

ilclded.

$515.-tnonth br May 1D Juy.
Conta:t l\i'.xlle: (J'Zl} 421-8313

ONLY $400hno MAY-JULY
1/1 in a 414.Util. ind.APRIL RENT
FREE Great loca!iormxJrrma
M arty.561-305-5183

Room for rent mid may,juy 31
ft.ily funished
female roomate
Thel.Dfts

Cal 954 008 2528
&nrner &.dease! Ma5ter
bedroom avala:Jle il rome near
UC.F. $400 a month, available
05/10, p:issijy sooner, lease ends
07/2.6, have option to resig,. Call
(J'Zl} 504-7561
SUMMERSUBLEASE
L..ookirg for a female to SltJlease

il a 313 ~ from May-Juy
2009 or Jl.llEMJy2009 in Pegasus
Comedicn'The Edge. $500 per
month or neerest offer with all
utillies n:uled. Plesently orly
one roomate.For .rl:i1iol1al
information~ Nkki at 407-

668-3007'.
SUBLEASE: May--Jtty2009
Rmale for room w/ O\M1 bath
in a414 ~ at The Vlage at
Alafaya Olil, cbse 1D UCF
c:anµs. Ful amenities, utiities
rn. exceµ overage. $450tmnth
ContE¥:t Chelsea: 904-£,()1-9240

300
¼fy Clea,, 2 bcl rm. 25 balhroom
ooncbforsale. Nev.er-~.
3257 Forrest Oaks Cout, Willer
Pcl1<. Cal b- delai&tnake offer.
618-435-3401

ATTEND OOUEGE ONLINE from

Home. "Metx:al, "Business,
"Paralegal, *Con'µJlers, "C!irma
Jusoce. ,kt) pa;ernert

assaa..::e. Corrpuler~.
Fi1a-tia!Ai:l if q..ialified.

can (866)85&2121

wwwCentuaOnlile.oom.
Need a mobile mectaic?
Service at }Qr oorM:rierce.
Gal LIS at 877-644-1192. WWWna!bnatnobileme.corn

[(l!!I!J MISCELLANEOUS
2001 Nev,,, Hollard LB115B Low
Hous J:fice $5700
L.oocler-t&d<hoe ACtHealer
oonta:t me for µcllres aid
delals at sam4ro@gnail.com,
(252)3601434

..-

GRAB YOUR

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
~

www..Knighr.Newspapers.com/
~
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(*Prize Wheel Dates: April 27-May 2. Preorders must be received by 8/15/09. $5.00 Deposit Required.)

*

Gray's College
Bookstore

E. McCulloch Rd.

Corporate
Blvd.

•

•

Sell Your Books at Gray's!

Receive an

.EXT

s5

when you sell more .
than $50 back .
Coupon must be presented
at time of sale.

Offer Expires: 5/15/09

